New Procedures
Effective Immediately

Your health and safety, as well as that of our employees, is important to us. Thus, in accordance with recommendations from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and the Utah Department of Health (UDH), Tooele County will be observing social distancing advisories and limiting interaction between employees and members of the public. Our building is now open by appointment only. This will help members of the public keep a safe distance from one another, reduce time spent together within shared spaces, and help us to “flatten the curve” during our community’s effort to slow the spread of the virus.

If you are already on-premise, we ask that you send a text or call stating the reason for your visit, among the list of offices provided below. Then return to your personal vehicle and wait inside until receiving notification that you may enter when the office is ready.

Assessor ...
435.843.3103 VOICE & TEXT

Auditor ...
435.843.3312 VOICE & TEXT

Clerk ...
435.843.3155 VOICE & TEXT

Commission ...
435.843.3150 VOICE & TEXT

Community Development ...
435-843-3160 VOICE & TEXT

Human Resources ...
435.843.3133 VOICE & TEXT

Recorder ...
435.843.3184 VOICE & TEXT

Transportation ...
435.843.4102 VOICE & TEXT

Treasurer
435.843.3173 TEXT
435.843.3190 VOICE

For questions and advice on how best to address the novel COVID19 coronavirus, please visit